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KOLONIERNA
News from the periphery.
Here are some short news from the colonies. There are several crazy clearcuts in progress
around the country, that people are fighting against. On the other hand it’s not going good for
the mining industry due to low iron ore prices.

Jamtmyråforest

Sorsele

SCA wants to clearcut Lost-forest (Vilseskogen).
SCA has been driving into the forest, which is a
part of the Jamtmyråforest, and cut road paths
to prepare for clearcutting. But the resistance
is strong in the Gässjö village.

“Sveaskog is going to winter clear-cut 600 ha
nature-forest, important for people and with
low wood money value. It’s on Sorseles outdoor
recreations area, hunting grounds and with
kilometer-wide clearcuts all other interests that
Sveaskogs will be ruined.

Blood trails in The Vilseskogen
“Help me save Vilseskogen. Not just it, but all vilseforests. Stop everything dis-harmonizing the
rhythm of the wild. Help me confront power on all
fronts, rise up as participants of the cosmic family.
SCA (Satanic Clearcutting Agency) does not belong
on this planet! They are demonic techno-parasites
on my extended soul body. Enlarge your soul. Visit
the old oak, visit the stream that flows nearby, visit
your child, your wildness, your mother. Walk into
the forest and feel it’s vibrations. It is always
receptive, kind, ever giving. Let the ancient
motherly love be the spark that light the flame of
hope. Then burn down the tyrant, set fire to power
structures, blow up all borders, all walls, all mental
blockades. Happiness, without struggle against the
existing system, is the myth that feeds the
continuation of the machine. Awaken your life to
the song of sadness, your inner shaman! Life never
gets more beautiful than your breaths, fill ‘em with
music and beauty. Crush the existing system! Time
doesn’t exist for waiting.”
Read the whole text (in Swedish): kolonierna.se

JOKKMOKK
“The united people of Jokkmokk won a victory
against the military! There will not be an extended
area for testing! On the Vidsel base they decided to
do other things this spring. We relax for now and
roll our thumbs ’til next time.”
One person taken down from a tree in Gállok
during the protests 2013 was freed in the court
because the area was not officially closed off.

Rans saami-village is worried for the harsh
decrease of lichen, important food for the reindeer.
Interesting is that the forest authorities are very
critical and wants the clear cut stopped but are
powerless in this situation. It would be awesome to
reach the public about our authorities’ inability in
its own field. Also good points if an action is
taking place!”

Norra Kärr
In Norra Kärr, Tasman Metals has sent a
surprising banal newsletter to calm down the
people. They say there is nothing to worry
about the water, and they made a nice drawing
how the process works almost like the circle of
life, but without the waste dams at all!
They changed test-mining for new test drillings
with thick diameters. This is to continue mapping
the rare earths that we will not let them take. They
also deleted all info about uranium from their
website, maybe because the local municipalities
then would have the right to stop the mine if they
knew. Foul play to first write there are low amounts
of uranium (10-15 ppm) and then change.

Pajala
Northlands mine has today reached bankruptcy! It
was expected and this means the situation is not
very good for another new mine in Jokkmokk
(Gállok, Kallak).

To join our action mailing list, send us an email to kamp@kolonierna.se

